
Consistent Solid and Boundary Representationsfrom Arbitrary Polygonal Data(in Proceedings of the 1997 Symposium on Interactive 3D Graphics, April 1997)T. M. Murali�Brown University Thomas A. Funkhouser yBell LaboratoriesAbstractConsistent representations of the boundary and interiorof three-dimensional solid objects are required by appli-cations ranging from interactive visualization to �niteelement analysis. However, most commonly availablemodels of solid objects contain errors and inconsisten-cies. We describe an algorithm that automatically con-structs consistent representations of the solid objectsmodeled by an arbitrary set of polygons. The key fea-ture of our algorithm is that it �rst partitions spaceinto a set of polyhedral regions and then determineswhich regions are solid based on region adjacency rela-tionships. From the solid polyhedral regions, we are ableto output consistent boundary and solid representationsin a variety of �le formats. Unlike previous approaches,our solid-based approach is e�ective even when the in-put polygons intersect, overlap, are wrongly-oriented,have T-junctions, or are unconnected.1 IntroductionWe de�ne a set of polygons in R3 to be consistent if theunion of the polygons is a closed 2-manifold (see Ho�-mann's book [12] for a de�nition) in which each polygonis oriented with its normal pointing away from the in-terior of the volume enclosed by the manifold. We saythat a consistent set of polygons is a correct represen-tation of a polyhedral solid object in R3 if the manifoldformed by the polygons is identical to the boundary ofthe solid object. Intuitively, such a representation al-lows the unambiguous classi�cation of a point as lyinginside the object, outside the object, or on the surfaceof the object.Correct representations of three-dimensional objectsare useful in a number of applications. For instance,back-face culling, a technique used to render complexmodels quickly [6], requires that the polygons in the�Address: Department of Computer Science, Box90129, Duke University, Durham, NC 27708{0129.Email: tmax@cs.duke.edu. This work was done whenthe author was visiting Bell Laboratories.yBell Laboratories, 700 Mountain Avenue, 2A-202, Mur-ray Hill, NJ 07974. Email: funk@bell-labs.com

model be consistently and correctly oriented. Moresophisticated rendering algorithms perform visibilityculling by processing the interiors of the solid objectsin the model [19, 20, 27]. In the case of interactivecollision-detection, some algorithms �rst process \free"space, i.e., the complement of the union of all the ob-stacles in the environment [11]. Such algorithms re-quire a correct representation of the boundary of theobstacles so that they can e�ectively construct the freespace. Similarly, algorithms for lighting simulation pro-cess meshes constructed on the boundaries of the objectsbeing lit or analysed [1]. If the boundaries have cracks,the mesh is malformed, causing errors and artifacts likespurious shadows in the result. \Bad" meshes can alsoproduce errors in �nite element analysis. Further, ba-sic CAD/CAM operations like computing the mass orvolume of an object, solid modeling techniques such asConstructive Solid Geometry that perform set opera-tions on solid objects [18, 21, 28], and rapid prototyp-ing [24], which is used to manufacture objects from CADdesigns, need models with continuous and closed bound-aries, with no cracks or improper intersections. Finally,systems that design and optimize wireless communica-tion systems for a closed environment like a buildingrequire descriptions of the boundaries of the obstaclesin the building [8, 14].Unfortunately, most commonly available models ofsolid objects, whether created by hand or by using au-tomatic tools, contain geometric and topological aws.Typical errors are:� wrongly-oriented polygons,� intersecting or overlapping polygons,� missing polygons,� cracks (edges that should be connected have dis-tinct endpoints, faces that should be adjacent haveseparated edges), and� T-junctions (the endpoint of one edge lies in theinterior of another edge).For example, in Figure 1, there is a crack between seg-ments a and b; segments c and d intersect; and the rightendpoint of segment e lies in the interior of d, forming a



T-junction. Such errors may be caused by operationalmistakes made by the person creating the model, maycreep in when converting from one �le format to an-other, or may occur because a particular modeler doesnot support some features (e.g., a snap grid).ab dc eFigure 1: A non-manifold modelMotivated by the above applications and model im-perfections, we consider the following solid reconstruc-tion problem in this paper:From an arbitrary set of polygons in R3 , re-construct a correct representation of the solidobjects modeled by the polygons.We describe an automatic technique to solve the solidreconstruction problem that works well on many realis-tic models and is guaranteed to output a consistent setof polygons.The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:In the next section, we discuss previous algorithms tosolve the above problem. In Section 3, we briey out-line our approach. We describe our solid reconstructionalgorithm in more detail Section 4. Section 5 containsexperimental results and a brief discussion of the advan-tages and limitations of our approach. In Section 6, wediscuss techniques that we plan to implement to over-come these limitations. The �nal section is a brief con-clusion.2 Previous WorkIn the computational geometry and solid modeling com-munities, there has been a lot of work on the relatedproblem of robust geometric computing [7, 12, 13, 23,25, 26, 29, 31]. These techniques are not applicable toour problem since they attempt to avoid errors causedby numerical imprecision and cannot clean-up alreadyincorrect data.It has been noted in the literature that there are cur-rently no robust techniques to solve the solid reconstruc-tion problem [10, 17]. Previous approaches can be di-vided into two categories: boundary-based approachesand solid-based approaches.Boundary-based techniques determine how the inputpolygons mesh together to form the boundaries of the

objects modeled by them. Typically, these algorithmsmerge vertices and edges that are \close" or zip to-gether the boundaries of two faces by merging pairsof \nearby" vertices, where \close" and \nearby" arede�ned in terms of a pre-speci�ed tolerance. Someboundary-based methods assume that either all the in-put polygons are consistently oriented or that the ori-entation of a polygon can be determined from the orderof the vertices on its boundary [1, 3]. Such an assump-tion is often invalid since many datasets contain incon-sistently oriented polygons. Other algorithms require(a lot of) user intervention [5, 15], are inherently two-dimensional [14, 16] or are limited to removing parts ofzero-volume (like internal walls) from CAD models [2].B�hn and Wozny [3] �ll cracks or holes by adding poly-gons; their method can potentially add a lot of polygonsto the model. However, the most common de�ciency ofmany of the previous techniques is that they use scene-relative tolerances to \�ll over" cracks and generate con-nectivity information about the model [1, 4, 24]. Deter-mining the right tolerance for a given model is a di�culttask, probably requiring input from the user. Moreover,such approaches do not work well when the size of someerror in the input is larger than the smallest featurein the model. In this case, no suitable tolerance canbe chosen that both �lls the cracks and preserves smallfeatures.Solid-based algorithms partition R3 into regions anddetermine which regions are solid. Thibault and Nay-lor [28] classify a region as solid exactly when there isat least one input polygon lying on the region's bound-ary whose normal is directed away from the interiorof the region, while Teller [27] declares a region to besolid only if a majority of the polygons lying on the re-gion's boundary have such normals. Both techniquesassume that the orientations of the input polygons arecorrect. As we have pointed out earlier, this assump-tion is unwarranted for many datasets. Note that bothalgorithms were developed as a means to represent poly-hedra; the authors did not set out to explicitly solve thesolid reconstruction problem.3 Our ApproachWe have adopted a novel solid-based approach thatuses region adjacency relationships to compute whichregions are solid and constructs a consistent set of poly-gons from the solid regions. In contrast to previousboundary-based approaches that attempt to stitch andorient boundary polygons directly, we �rst focus on clas-sifying spatial regions as solid or not and then derive aboundary representation from the solid regions. Also,in contrast to previous solid-based approaches that de-termine whether regions are solid or not based only onlocal input polygon orientations, we execute a global al-gorithm that focuses on the opacities of boundaries be-tween regions. As a result, unlike previous approaches,our algorithm is: 1) e�ective for models containing in-tersecting, overlapping, and unconnected polygons, 2)2



independent of the input polygon orientations, and 3)guaranteed to output a consistent set of polygons.4 Reconstruction AlgorithmOur algorithm proceeds in three phases (as show in Fig-ure 2): (a) spatial subdivision, (b) determination ofsolid regions, and (c) model output.
(a) Spatial Subdivision

Solid RegionsDetermination of(b)
(c) Model Output
(d)Figure 2: (a) Input model with incorrectly-orientedpolygons (b) Subdivision of space (edges of the sub-division drawn slightly shifted from the input edges forclarity) (c) Solid regions (shaded) (d) Output modelwith correct polygon orientations.

4.1 Spatial SubdivisionDuring the spatial subdivision phase, we partition R3into a set of polyhedral cells and build a graph thatexplicitly represents the adjacencies between the cells ofthe subdivision. Each cell in the spatial decompositionis represented by a node in the graph. Two nodes have alink between them if the corresponding cells are adjacent(i.e., the cells share a planar boundary).Note that any partition of R3 (e.g., a tetrahedral de-composition) will satisfy our purposes, as long as theinput polygons lie in the faces of the decomposition. Inour current implementation, the cells correspond to theleaves of a Binary Space Partition (BSP) [9, 22]. Toconstruct the BSP, we specify a list of splitting planeswith which we recursively partition R3 . Each plane inthe list contains one of the polygons in the input; wecreate only one plane for a set of coplanar polygons.For each plane, we count the total area of the polygonslying in it. We process the planes in decreasing order ofarea to split R3 .Construction of the cell adjacency graph is dove-tailed with the construction of the BSP. Each node inthe graph represents a convex polyhedron. Each linkrepresents a convex polygon, and is augmented by listsof polygons describing the link's opaque portions (thosecovered by some input polygon) and the link's transpar-ent portions (those not covered by any input polygon).If a leaf in the BSP is split into two by a plane, we createnew nodes in the graph corresponding to the new leavesin the BSP, and update the links of the split leaf's neigh-bors to reect the new adjacencies. For each updatedlink, we perform two more operations: (i) we subtractfrom the transparent part of the link any input polygonthat is coplanar with the splitting plane and (ii) we addthat input polygon to the link's opaque part.Figure 3 shows an example spatial subdivision (inthe plane). The input \polygons" are shown in Fig-ure 3(a) as thick line segments. The BSP leaf nodes(regions labeled with letters) are constructed using split-ting \planes" (dashed lines labeled with numbers) thatsupport input \polygons," as shown in Figure 3(b). Fi-nally, the cell adjacency graph for this example is shownin Figure 3(c) with the opacity of each link indicated byits line style (solid lines represent the opaque parts of alink, while dashed lines represent the transparent parts).4.2 Determination of Solid RegionsDuring the solid determination phase, we computewhether each cell is solid or not, based on the propertiesof its links and neighbors. This approach is motivatedby the following observations:1. if two adjacent cells share a mostly transparentboundary, it is likely that they are both solid orboth non-solid,3



5 4 H1B E3J7G F D82 A 6 C(a) Example input model with spatial subdivision.6 25 3H8 E17 AG 4F J DCB (b) Binary space partitionH J ECABF DG (c) Cell adjacency graphFigure 3: Spatial subdivision example2. if two adjacent cells share a mostly opaque bound-ary, it is likely that one is solid and the other isnon-solid, and3. unbounded cells (i.e., the ones on the \outside"that contain points at in�nity, like cell E in Fig-ure 3(a)) are not solid.We quantify \how solid" each cell Ci is by its solidity,si, a real number that ranges between �1 and 1. Weuse si = 1 to denote that Ci is solid (i.e., contained inthe interior of a solid object), and si = �1 to denotethat Ci is non-solid (i.e., lies in the exterior of all solidobjects). An si value between �1 and 1 indicates thatwe are not entirely sure whether Ci is solid or not.Our solid determination algorithm proceeds as fol-lows. First, we assign a solidity value of �1 to allunbounded cells since they are in the exterior of allsolid objects. Then, we compute the solidity si of eachbounded cell Ci based on the solidities of its neighborcells and the opacities of its links.Formally, let ai;j , oi;j , and ti;j represent the totalarea, opaque area, and transparent area, respectively,of the link Li;j between cells Ci and Cj . Note thatai;j = oi;j = ti;j = 0 i� Ci and Cj are not adjacent(do not share a planar boundary); otherwise, ai;j > 0and oi;j ; ti;j � 0. Let the total area of the boundary ofCi be denoted by Ai = Pj ai;j ; where Cj ranges overall neighbors of Ci. Now, we can write an expressionfor the solidity of each bounded cell Ci in terms of the

solidities of each other cell Cj :si = Pj (ti;j � oi;j) sjAi (1)This formulation for computing cell solidities matchesour intuition. When the link Li;j between two cells Ciand Cj is entirely transparent (ti;j = ai;j and oi;j = 0),sj , the solidity that Cj contributes to si, is scaled byai;j , the maximum possible (positive) value. On theother hand, when Li;j is entirely opaque (oi;j = ai;jand ti;j = 0), the contribution from Cj to si is scaledby �ai;j , the minimum possible (negative) number. Fi-nally, when Li;j is partially opaque (0 < ti;j < ai;jand 0 < oi;j < ai;j) the contribution from Cj to si isa linear interpolation between these two extremes. Wedivide the total contribution to si by Ai to normalizethe value of si between �1 and 1.If the BSP has n bounded cells, (1) leads to a linearsystem of n equations, Mx = b, where� x 2 Rn is a vector of the (unknown) solidities of thebounded cells,� b 2 Rn is a vector representing the contributions fromthe (known) solidities of the unbounded cells (bi =Pk(oi;k � ti;k), where k ranges over all unboundedneighbors of Ci),� andM is an n�nmatrix with the following properties(here i and j are integers with 1 � i; j � n and i 6= j):1. Each diagonal element is positive: Mi;i = Ai > 0.2. Mi;j = oi;j � ti;j . Thus,� Mi;j > 0 indicates Li;j is mostly opaque, and� Mi;j < 0 indicates Li;j is mostly transparent.3. M is symmetric, i.e., Mi;j =Mj;i.4. M has weak diagonal dominance, i.e.,Xj;j 6=i jMi;j j � jMi;ij;for all i and there is a k such thatXj;j 6=k jMk;j j < jMk;kj(if Ck has an unbounded neighbor or when Ck has atleast one link that is not fully opaque or fully trans-parent).These properties imply thatM has an inverse (see theAppendix for a proof). Hence, the linear systemMx = bhas a unique solution. We can solve the linear system toobtain the the cell solidities by computing x = M�1b.However, inverting M takes O(n2) time, which can beprohibitive costly if the BSP has many leaves, as is likelyto be the case if there are many polygons in the input. In4



such cases, we take advantage of the fact that each leafin the BSP has a small number of neighbors. Therefore,M is sparse and we can use an iterative procedure tosolve the linear system e�ciently [30]. We would liketo point out that it is not di�cult to show that theelements of x have values between �1 and 1.In our implementation, we use Gauss-Seidel itera-tions. Each iteration takes time proportional to thenumber of links in the adjacency graph. We set theinitial values of the solidities of the bounded cells of thesubdivision to be 0. We terminate the iterations whenthe change in the solidity of each cell is less than somesmall pre-speci�ed tolerance. During each iteration, weupdate the solidities in arbitrary order. We plan tostudy techniques that order the updates cleverly so asto increase the rate of convergence.After solving the linear system of equations, we clas-sify each cell as solid or not (a binary choice) by lookingat the sign of its solidity. A cell whose solidity is positiveis determined to be solid, whereas a cell whose solidityis negative or zero is determined to be non-solid.4.3 Model OutputFinally, in the model output phase, we write �les con-taining consistent descriptions for the objects repre-sented by the input polygons. To generate a consistentrepresentation, we simply output a polygonal descrip-tion of all links in the adjacency graph that representthe boundaries between cells that are solid (si > 0)and cells that are not solid (si � 0). We consistentlyorient all output polygons away from solid cells (see Fig-ure 2(d)).Another �le format we currently support is a solid-based representation that represents the solid objectsby explicitly encoding the BSP as a list of split planesaugmented by a solidity value for each leaf cell.5 Results and DiscussionWe have implemented our solid reconstruction algo-rithm and run it on a number of datasets.In the trivial case, when the input model is a manifoldpolygonal surface, the boundary representation outputby our algorithm is identical to the input model (as itshould be). In the manifold case, all cells lie entirelyin the interior or exterior of the modeled objects, andthe solidity computed by our algorithm is exactly 1 forevery cell in the interior of the solid object and exactly�1 for every cell in the exterior of all solid objects. Thisfollows readily from the fact that each link is either fullyopaque or fully transparent. Note that unlike previousboundary-based approaches, our algorithm additionallyoutputs a representation of the modeled object as theunion of a set of convex polyhedra.

In many complex cases, when the input model con-tains errors, our algorithm is able to �x errors automat-ically and output consistent solid and boundary rep-resentations, even in cases where previous approachesare unsuccessful. For instance, consider the 3D polygo-nal model of a co�ee mug shown in Plate I(a). In thisexample, polygons are oriented randomly (back-facingpolygons are drawn in black); the handle is modeled byseveral improperly intersecting and disconnected hollowcylinders (note the gaps along the top silhouette edgeof the handle); and the polygons at both ends of thehandle form improper intersections with the side of thecup.All previous approaches known to the authors failfor this simple example. Boundary-based approachesthat traverse the surface of the object [15] fail in the ar-eas where polygons are unconnected (along the handle).Proximity-based approaches [1, 4, 24] that merge fea-tures within some tolerance of each other do not work asno suitable tolerance can be chosen for the entire modelbecause the size of the largest error (a crack betweenpolygons on the handle) is larger than the size of thesmallest feature (a bevel on the top of the lip). Finally,solid-based approaches [27, 28] that decide whether eachcell is solid or not based on the orientations of the in-put polygons along the cell's boundaries fail because theinput has many wrongly-oriented polygons.Our algorithm is able to �x the errors in this ex-ample and output a correct and consistent model (seePlates I(b)-I(d)). Plate I(b) shows outlines of the cellsconstructed during the spatial subdivision phase, witheach cell labeled by its solidity computed during thesolid determination phase. In addition, each cell Ci isoutlined with a color that depends on the value of itssolidity si (the color ranges from red when si = 1 togreen when si = �1). Plate I(c) shows oriented poly-gons computed during the model output phase that aredrawn along the boundaries between solid and non-solidcells. Finally, Plate I(d) shows the boundary representa-tion output of our algorithm. The reconstructed modelis both correct and consistent: the cracks in the han-dle have been �lled in; intersections in the handle havebeen made explicit; and all polygons have been orientedcorrectly.Plates II-IV show results derived from experimentswith larger models from a variety of applications. Theimages on the left side of the last page show the in-put models, while the images on the right show dif-ferent visualizations of the cell solidities computed forthese models with our algorithm. In all these cases,we were able to construct correct and consistent solidand boundary representations. The three sets of imagesdemonstrate the importance of appropriate visualiza-tion techniques for viewing the solid cells of the BSP. Forinstance, the text strings drawn in Plate II(b) would beoverlapping if used in Plates III(b) and IV(b). Similarly,the opaque boundaries drawn in Plate III(b) would beinappropriate for use in Plate IV(b) as the outer-mostsolid cells (ceilings and oors) would mask the interior5



non-solid cells. In complex cases, such as Plate IV(b),we simply represent cell solidities by colored dots drawnat the cells' centroids. In all cases, solidity informationis drawn with a representative color linearly interpo-lated between red (for si = 1) and green (for si = �1).We use a 3D viewing program to allow the user to selectdi�erent visualization options interactively.We now present an analysis of the running time ofour algorithm for the above models. In the table be-low, each row corresponds to the model whose name isspeci�ed in the �rst column. The second column dis-plays the number of polygons in the model. The thirdcolumn contains the number of cells in the spatial subdi-vision constructed for that model. The fourth and �fthcolumns specify the number of Gauss-Seidel iterationsneeded for convergence and the total running time forthe model in seconds, respectively. These experimentswere run on SGI Indigo2 with a 200MHz R4400 proces-sor. For the mug, about 35% of the total time was spenton calculating solidities, while for the other models, thistime ranged from 10-15%.Model #polys #cells #iter. timeMug 121 359 61 9.77Clutch 420 159 39 8.64Phone 1228 819 82 78.64Building 1687 1956 92 240.34The advantages of our algorithm are related to thefact that we use a global approach to classify regions ofspace rather than just considering local boundary rela-tionships or feature proximities. First, our algorithmis e�ective for models containing intersecting, overlap-ping, or unconnected polygons for which it is di�cultto traverse boundaries. Second, the output of our al-gorithm does not depend on the initial orientations ofinput polygons. Third, the boundary output by our al-gorithm is always guaranteed to be consistent (althoughit may not be a correct representation of the modeledobject) since it is derived directly from the solid cellsof the partition. Finally, we are able to output a solidrepresentation of the model as well as a boundary repre-sentation, which may be critical to many applications.However, our approach does have limitations. Its suc-cess depends on the spatial subdivision constructed. Asa result, missing polygons may lead to the creation ofcells that do not correctly model the shape of the solidobject. Another limitation of our technique is that itis based on the assumption that input polygons sepa-rate solid and non-solid regions. Therefore, if the inputmodel contains two solid objects that are intersectingor separated by a polygon in the input model (e.g., amouse on a table), the solidities for the cells along thesolid-on-solid boundary are driven by each other to val-ues lower than 1. Intuitively, the polygon separatingthe solid objects is an \extra" polygon.Fortunately, in many cases, cells with intermediatesolidity values (si close to 0) identify parts of the model

containing topological errors and inconsistencies likemissing and extra polygons. This feature is useful forverifying model consistency and localizing model inac-curacies. For example, notice that in Plates I(a) andI(b) cells are red (si close to 1) in areas where the inputmodel has no errors (on the left side of the cup) andthat cells are yellow-ish (si close to 0) in areas wherethere are intersecting or unconnected polygons in theinput model. This example demonstrates an importantfeature of our algorithm: it not only helps �x up errors,but also identi�es where they are.6 Future WorkThere are two possible directions for future work. Oneapproach we plan to examine is to determine the lo-cation of missing/extra polygons as the BSP is beingconstructed. During the construction of the BSP, poly-gons are placed on the boundaries of the current set ofleaves (some of the current leaves will be interior nodesin the �nal BSP). We plan to maintain the solidities ofthe current leaves of the BSP. If a current leaf has a so-lidity close to 0 and there is a plane that splits the leafso that at least one of the two new leaves has solidityclose to �1 or 1, then it is likely that the splitting planecontains a missing polygon. A similar idea can be usedto recognize extra polygons.Another possible avenue for future work is to utilize�nal cell solidity values (those determined after the BSPhas been fully constructed) to recognize missing/extrapolygons. We plan to do so by de�ning a metric thatmeasures the \goodness" of the BSP and using the met-ric to drive a simulated annealing or optimization pro-cess that maximizes the goodness of the BSP. For ex-ample, a \goodness" metric that penalizes solutions inwhich two cells with markedly di�erent (respectively,similar) solidities share a mostly transparent (respec-tively, opaque) boundary is shown below (in the for-mula, i and j range over all the leaves of the BSP andi 6= j):goodness = Pi;j ��1� jsi�sj j2 � ti;j + jsi�sj j2 oi;j�Pi;j ai;j :By associating weights with the transparent and opaqueareas of each link, we can \change" the opacity of a link.Our goal then is to search for that set of weights thatmaximizes the goodness.Note that the two ideas outlined above are not re-stricted to BSPs and can be generalized to any spatialdecomposition. We expect these extensions to allow ouralgorithm to adapt dynamically when the model hasmissing polygons or solid-on-solid regions, and thus gen-erate correct solutions for a wider class of input models.6
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for all i and there is a k such thatXj;j 6=k jMk;j j < jMk;kj: (2)Assume thatM has no inverse. Then the determinantdetM = 0. As a result, there exists a non-zero vector usuch thatMu = 0 [30, Theorem 1.4]. Let i be the indexsuch that juij = maxj juj j: Note that juij > 0 since u isnot a zero vector. Now, Mu = 0 implies thatMiiui = �Xj;j 6=iMijuj :Using the diagonal dominance of M and taking ab-solute values in the above equation, we have�Xj;j 6=i jMij j�juij � jMiijjuij � Xj;j 6=i jMij jjuj j� �Xj;j 6=i jMij j�juij;since juij = maxj juj j: As a result, all the inequalitiesabove turn into equalities. Hence,Xj;j 6=i jMij jjuj j = �Xj;j 6=i jMij j�juij:But juij = maxj juj j: Therefore,ju1j = ju2j = � � � = junj: (3)Solving for uk in Mu = 0, where k is the row of Mthat causes M to be weakly diagonally dominant, wehave Mkkuk = � Xj;j 6=kMkjuj :Taking absolute values in the above equation and us-ing (2), we have�Xj;j 6=k jMkj j�jukj < jMkkjjukj � Xj;j 6=k jMkj jjuj j= �Xj;j 6=k jMkj j�jukj; by (3):Therefore, jukj < jukj, which is a contradiction.Hence detM 6= 0 and M has an inverse.
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(a) Input model withinconsistencies.
(b) Subdivision cells la-beled and outlined withcolors based on theirsolidities.
(c) Opaque boundariesbetween solid and freecells drawn with poly-gons oriented towardsthe model's exterior.
(d) Output modelforming a manifoldsurface.Plate I. Reconstructingsolid model of a cup.

(a) Input model. (b) Cell solidities indicated bynumerical values.Plate II. CAD/CAM: Automobile clutch with wrongly-oriented polygons (inthe middle) and missing polygons (in the upper-right circular hole).
(a) Input model. (b) Opaque polygons drawn be-tween solid and free cells.Plate III. Visualization: Telephone headset containing wrongly-orientedpolygons (in the mouth and ear pieces) and intersecting polygons (alongthe handle).

(a) Input model. (b) Cell solidities indicated bycolored dots.Plate IV. Architectural CAD: One oor of Soda Hall with numerous topo-logical inconsistencies and other modeling errors.9


